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Background There is uncertainty associated with all medical testing and diagnosis. However, a growing number of studies highlight disconcerting levels of misdiagnosis in the scale-up of HIV rapid testing programmes. Evaluation studies point to user errors as potential sources of misdiagnosis, yet very little has been done to understand the views and experiences of clinicians and primary counsellors who perform rapid HIV testing.

Methods This study draws on interviews with 28 health facility staff who perform rapid HIV tests on a daily basis. The testers were recruited from 11 health facilities across Zimbabwe, eight of which have above average rates of misdiagnosis. Interviews were translated, transcribed and thematically interrogated.

Results Reflecting on their rapid HIV testing practices, potential sources of misdiagnosis included uncertainties associated with new testing algorithms and test kits; reading test results too quickly or too late; misreading of test results if the test produces faint or unclear lines; and failure to record and document test results accurately. Anxiety about potentially making such mistakes and the resulting feelings of guilt and self-blame in the case of a wrong diagnosis being handed out meant that testers found comfort in complying with standard operating procedures and associated quality controls. Misdiagnosis was thus portrayed as a result of deviating from ‘rituals of care’. The testers located deviance from the procedures in the wider context of high workloads and growing demands for HIV testing, arguing that distractions, and HIV test kit stock-outs occasionally made it difficult for testers to follow the procedures.

Conclusion Rather than attributing misdiagnosis to malfunctioning test kits or complicated standard operating procedures, testers saw misdiagnosis largely as human error – failure to follow laid out procedures. Their recognition of how a resource-depleted work and HIV testing environment can contribute to misdiagnoses, highlight the need to adequately resource HIV rapid testing programmes.
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Methods Descriptive, qualitative and exploratory research with adolescents (10–19 years old) under treatment for HIV, in the unit that sets the benchmark for the treatment of HIV/AIDS in Salvador-Ba. EI: evaluation of database on adherence and socio-demographic characteristics of adolescents. EII: collection, through electronic chart, of information on sexual awakening, diagnosis and treatment. EIII: interview with the adolescents. For the analysis of data, it was used the technique of Bardin Content Analysis and the Health Beliefs Method.

Results The analysis of reviews resulted in four categories: perception of susceptibility to HIV, perception on the severity of HIV, noticed benefits ad barriers for the adherence to treatment. The lack of knowledge on HIV/AIDS, and unsafe sexual practices because of trust in the partner and/or stable relationships, showed low susceptibility to HIV/AIDS. Under the perception on the severity, they related the disease to critical condition and death; and that using illicit drugs and the religious extremism related to the cure, can alter the perception on the severity of AIDS. Support from the family, school, friends and health services, faith and religious practices were reported as fundamental for the treatment. Absence of family support and lack of discussions on the topic in schools, beyond prejudice and discrimination from friends, abusive use of drugs and extreme religiosity were factors that were said to hinder the treatment.

Conclusion There is lack of knowledge regarding HIV/AIDS with low perception of susceptibility in the acquisition of the virus. They highlighted the importance of the family, friends, school, faith and religious practices, and the work of the professionals for the adherence of the treatment.
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Background Control and prevention of Reproductive Tract Infections (RTI), including Sexually Transmitted Infections (STI) and HIV, is principal during pregnancy. The infections prevalence data of Indonesia general population is still rare, while the number of housewives having HIV arising. We conducted research about the prevalence of RTIs and HIV in pregnant women in some parts of Indonesia to understand the circumstances.

Methods The cross-sectional research conducted 2016–2017 in Pekanbaru City, Tangerang District, Bandung City, and Kupang City. There were 170 respondents in each site who were taken from the Mother-Neonatal-Children-Health clinics on chosen Public Health Centers. Data collection accomplished with local team through interview, biomedical sample collection, and laboratory analysis. The microbial pathogen tested were Gonorrhea, Chlamydiasis, Syphilis, Trichomoniasis, Bacterial Vaginosis, Candidiasis, Herpes simplex-2, and HIV. Also, we collected behavior, demographic, and pregnancy checkups.